Montana and the Great War Scavenger Hunt

Explore the Montana and the Great War Story Map at http://mhs.mt.gov/education/WWI to find the answers to the following questions.

1. Name an African American soldier from Montana.

2. What was the American Protective League? Name one Montana community in which it was active.

3. What did telegraph operator Minda Brownell McAnnally use to protect her fellow operators when she was sick with the flu?

4. Who came from this latitude and longitude—46.3629015,-104.2789468—and what made her remarkable?

5. Name the Montanan who participated in the dedication of the Tomb of the Unknown soldier.

6. What was the Montana Council of Defense's Order #3?

7. Which town's Red Cross Society published a cookbook of “tempting recipes … [to] help banish memories of forbidden things”?

8. Find the story that is connected to the site nearest to your town (remember to look at all three sets of stories: Over Here, Over There, and Home Again.) What is it? Where did it take place? How many miles from where you live?

9. How many men in your county served in World War I?

10. Name one new thing you learned from the stories on this map that particularly disturbed, intrigued, confused or excited you.